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Prefazione
Il settore dell'energia eolica è diventato sempre più grande grazie all'interesse
a trovare nuovi modi di produrre energia che fossero svincolati dai combustibili
fossili a causa di problemi ambientali, del costo delle materie prime e per la loro
limitatezza. Sebbene l'energia eolica è stata sfruttata molto anche nel passato,
per esempio nei mulini a vento, è tramite le turbine eoliche che tutti i problemi che
aiggono questi sistemi sono stati presi in considerazione e studiati approfondi-
tamente. Dimensioni crescenti, materiali ﬂessibili, caratteristiche aerodinamiche,
ambienti ostili e variabilità del vento sono solo alcune delle sﬁde da aﬀrontare
per migliorare l'eﬃcienza e prolungare la vita e l'aﬃdabilità di questi sistemi.
Modelli di predizione sono necessari in un contesto così vario e ampio per capire
e sapere in anticipo, in un parco eolico, come cambierà il vento e che eﬀetti avrà
su una turbina e sulle successive. In questo lavoro viene proposto un approccio
per predire il vento in posizioni a valle di una turbina, sfruttando le misure della
stessa che agisce quindi anche come sensore. Questo studio è basato su misure
reali, provenienti dal parco eolico di Thanet e fornite dalla Società Vestas. I
modelli trovati sono rilevanti solo per le sequenze di dati utilizzati ma mostrano
la possibilità di sfruttare turbine esistenti come sensori del vento per le turbine a
valle e aprono la strada per futuri sviluppi in questo senso. L'argomento trattato
sembra essere innovativo in quanto in letteratura non sono stati trovati molti
riferimenti a riguardo.
Parole chiave: velocità del vento eﬀettiva, stima del vento, modelli di cor-
relazione del vento, predizione del vento

Abstract
Wind energy production is a section that became bigger and bigger thanks
to the interests in ﬁnding new ways to produce energy that do not involve fossil
fuels because of environment concerns, because of their costs and because of their
limited amount. Even though wind energy was exploited also in the past, for ex-
ample in wind mills, it is with wind turbines that all the problems aﬀecting these
systems started to be taken into account and to be studied deeply. Rising sizes,
ﬂexible materials used, aerodynamics, unfriendly environments, wind variability
are some of the challenges to face in order to improve eﬃciency and extend the
life and reliability of these systems. It is in this wide and various context that
wind prediction models are needed to understand and to know in advance, in a
wind farm, how wind will change and which eﬀects it will have on a turbine and
the following ones. In this work an approach to forecast the wind at downwind
positions, using upwind turbines as sensors, is proposed. The work is based on
real data from Thanet Wind Farm provided by Vestas Wind Systems A/S. The
models found are relevant only for the sequences taken into account but they
show the possibility to exploit existing turbines as wind sensors and open the
way for further development of this work. This argument appear to be (to my
knowledge) new, since in literature almost no references were found.
Keywords: Eﬀective wind speed, wind estimate, wind correlation models, wind
prediction

Riassunto
Questo lavoro di tesi, nato grazie ad una collaborazione tra l'Università di
Lund e la Società Vestas, mira ad indagare la possibile esistenza di correlazione tra
misure di velocità del vento tra turbine in un parco eolico. L'intero studio è basato
su misurazioni vere, provenienti da Thanet Wind Farm, in Inghilterra. Ricerche
bibliograﬁche e successiva analisi dei dati hanno confermato che le misure del
vento eﬀettutate dagli anemometri delle turbine forniscono misure non aﬃdabili,
in quanto molto disturbate, rumorose e puntuali. Per superare questo problema
• è stato introdotto il concetto di Eﬀective Wind Speed, riferimenti al quale
sono disponibili in bibliograﬁa;
• è stato implementato un metodo per stimare la suddetta quantità;
• sono state svolte simulazioni per la sua validazione tramite la deﬁnizione.
Successivamente è stata sviluppata un'ipotesi sul possibile modello del vento,
giustiﬁcandola teoricamente. Tramite analisi di correlazione sono state individ-
uate le sequenze di dati che mostrassero interazioni rilevanti e due metodi per
stimare i modelli sono stati implementati e testati sui dati disponibili. In seguito
i modelli ottenuti sono stati analizzati per eﬀettuare eventuali sempliﬁcazioni e
inﬁne validati tramite diﬀerenti criteri. I risultati ottentui hanno confermato le
iniziali ipotesi di modello del vento. E' quindi stato possibile calcolare un predit-
tore a k passi in avanti che risulta fornire buoni risultati. Inﬁne un nuovo semplice
schema di controllo è stato implementato, mostrando i beneﬁci che le previsioni
avrebbero nel controllo.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Wind is recognized worldwide as an environmentally friendly solution to en-
ergy shortage. With the need of energy growing more and more over the years
and because of the will to look for energetic solutions diﬀerent from fossil fuels it
has become an interesting area both of research and production. Wind energy is
a fast-growing interdisciplinary ﬁeld that encompasses many diﬀerent branches
of engineering and science[11]. The installed capacity of wind grew at an average
rate of 29% per year over the years 2002-2007[12]. In spite of the very fast grow
of wind energy installed capacity, engineering challenges still exist: in order to
increase power capture of the wind turbines the rotor size grew bigger and big-
ger and because of the need of more constant winds also the height increased,
since far from the ground the wind is more constant. Modern wind turbines are
large, ﬂexible structures operating in uncertain environments and lend themselves
nicely to advanced control solutions[11].
1.1 Objectives of this work
In wind farms each turbine generates wakes which aﬀects the wind ﬁeld and
can disturb the behavior of neighboring turbines. The goal of the work is to
study the relationship between turbines manifested in the wind ﬁeld and to use
this relationship to explore the possibility to forecast wind speed in a certain place
(x, y) inside a wind farm using upwind turbines as wind sensors. The location
(x, y) for which is interesting to have a prediction of wind speed is, of course,
a downwind turbine. If this problem can be solved it would mean to have less
sensors on a turbine, decreasing the risk of faults and the cost of the device.
Work towards this direction can be found in [8] and [16]. In these works it is
concluded that informations from upwind turbines are not useful for predictions.
Other earlier forecasting attempts referred in literature use data collected at the
site under consideration. A classical time series analysis is used and leads to
various Box -Jenkins ARMA(p, q) models, where the p most recent wind-speeds
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and the q most recent forecasting errors are used as inputs.[9] In [9] an artiﬁcial
neural network, together with cross correlation in neighbouring sites is used to
forecast wind speed up to several hours. Another approach proposed in [10] uses
artiﬁcial neural network models for forecasting average values of 10 minutes or
1 hour using as inputs wind speed and their derivatives. In [15] instead it is
assumed that the eﬀective wind speed can be a better measurement to use for
prediction. Results seem promising. It is according to this work that this research
has been carried out. Furthermore the solution to this problem could have direct
inﬂuences on energy production since it would permit to know in advance which
actions should be performed by the controller in order to better fulﬁll its duties.
1.2 Main Contributions
The contributions that this work should be able to oﬀer can be resumed in
the following:
• development of a method to identify wind speed models between turbines
using the concept of Eﬀective Wind Speed;
• it shows which identiﬁcation approaches give better results, paving the way
for further developments of the methodology;
• through simulation it shows the beneﬁts of prediction in control also in this
case opening the way for further research in the ﬁeld.
1.3 Chapter Organization
The work is organized in the following way:
• Chapter 2 is a quick introduction to the wind: it describes what the wind
is, the power available and the solutions adopted to exploit wind power as
well as problems that may rise.
• Chapter 3 describes the layout of the wind-farm used for identiﬁcation, it
describes how the turbine Vestas V 90−3MW is composed and the available
measurements.
• Inside Chapter 4 the concept of Eﬀective Wind Speed is introduced, a
quick overview on the Extended Kalman Filter is given: algorithm used to
compute Eﬀective Wind Speed, ﬁnally the system turbine is modeled.
• Chapter 5 describes the interactions that occur in a wind farm, it explains
what the wake eﬀect is, its consequences and introduces an hypothesis on
the model to be used in the identiﬁcation section.
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• Chapter 6 describes 2 diﬀerent methodologies adopted to identify the
model we were looking for and it shows which one is giving better results
and why.
• In Chapter 7 the model formerly computed are validated adopting an it-
erative process. A predictor is calculated starting from the model structure
chosen in the validation step.
• The predictor computed is used in Chapter 8 in a possible (very simple)
control scheme, showing improvements and drawbacks of this solution.
• In Chapter 9 conclusions are shown and possible future developments are
suggested.
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Chapter 2
Wind Origin And How To Exploit
It
2.1 Wind Origin
Wind consists of the movement of gases on a very large scale. On the Earth,
wind is represented by the free ﬂow of air. Winds are classiﬁed by their speed,
their spatial scale, their eﬀects, the forces that cause them and the regions in
which they occur. In meteorology, winds are referred to according to the direction
from which the wind is blowing and according to their strength. With the name
gusts are intended short bursts of high speed wind. Strong winds of intermediate
temporal length are termed squalls. Long-duration winds are called in diﬀerent
ways that vary according to their average strength: breeze, gale, storm, hurricane,
and typhoon. Wind happens on a range of diﬀerent scales: thunderstorms lasting
tens of minutes, local breezes due to the heating of land surfaces with average
duration of a few hours, global winds caused by the diﬀerent absorption of solar
energy between the climatic zones on Earth[2].
Wind is caused by diﬀerences in pressure: if a diﬀerence in pressure exists, the air
moves, accelerating, from higher to lower pressure. Because of the rotation of the
planet, the air will be deﬂected by the Coriolis eﬀect, except on the equator. The
two biggest driving factors of large-scale winds (the atmospheric circulation) are
the rotation of the planet and the diﬀerent heating rates between the equator and
the poles. Outside the tropics and far away from the surface, where frictional
eﬀects can be disregarded, the large-scale winds tend to approach geostrophic
balance, that is when the force of pressure is balanced by the Coriolis force:[2]

−fv = −1
ρ
∂p
∂x
fu = −1
ρ
∂p
∂y
(2.1)
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Near the Earth's surface, friction causes the wind to be slower than it would
be otherwise. Surface friction also causes winds to blow more inward into low
pressure areas[3].
From the point of view of wind energy, the most important characteristic of the
wind is its variability. The wind is highly variable, both temporally and geograph-
ically. Furthermore this variability holds over a very wide range of scales in space
and time. Spatial variability justiﬁes the existence of diﬀerent climatic regions
in the world, some characterized by higher winds than others. These regions are
largely inﬂuenced by the latitude, which aﬀects the amount of solar energy that
can be captured. Also within the same climatic region there are diﬀerences due
to physical geography (proportion of land and sea, presence of mountains, type of
vegetation etc.). At a given location, temporal variability on a large scale refers
to the fact that the amount of wind may vary from year to year, with even larger
variations over periods of decades or more. These long-term variations are not
fully understood. On periods shorter than a year, seasonal variations are more
predictable. On still shorter time-scales, ranging from minutes down to seconds
or less there exist wind-speed variations known as turbulence. These can have
a very signiﬁcant eﬀect on the design and performance of the individual wind
turbines, as well as on the quality of power delivered to the network and its eﬀect
on consumers[7].
2.2 Wind Energy
It is possible to exploit the kinetic energy of the air in motion to produce
electrical energy. If we consider an imaginary area A, the total wind energy
ﬂowing through this area during time t is:
E =
1
2
Avtρv2 (2.2)
being ρ the air density, v the velocity and Avt the volume of air passing through
A, perpendicular to the velocity. The total wind power for a given velocity is
P = E/t, that is:
P =
1
2
ρAv3 (2.3)
proportional to the third power of the velocity.
Total wind power could be captured only if the wind velocity is reduced to zero.
In a realistic wind turbine this is impossible, as the captured air must also leave
the turbine. A relation between the input and output wind velocity must be
considered. Using the concept of stream tube, the maximal achievable extraction
of wind power by a wind turbine is 59% of the total theoretical wind power (Betz
limit)[7]. Further insuﬃciencies, such as rotor blade friction and drag, gearbox
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losses, generator and converter losses, reduce the power delivered by a wind
turbine. Anyway the basic relation that the turbine power is (approximately)
proportional to the third power of velocity remains. The ratio between turbine
power and wind power is known as aerodynamic eﬃciency and represents the
turbine's power coeﬃcient Cp. This coeﬃcient varies with the tip speed ratio, λ,
(the ratio of rotor tip speed to free wind speed) and with the pitch angle, β, so
Cp = Cp(λ, β)
λ =
ωRr
v
.
(2.4)
Incremental improvements in the power coeﬃcient are continually being sought
by detailed design changes of the rotor and, by operating at variable speed, it
is possible to maintain the maximum power coeﬃcient over a range of wind
speeds. However, these measurements will give only a modest increase in the
power output. Major increases in the output power can only be achieved by
increasing the swept area of the rotor or by locating the wind turbines on sites
with higher wind speeds.
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Chapter 3
Thanet Description
3.1 Site Description
The aim of this work is to look for the possibility of predicting wind speed
at one turbine, knowing the wind speed at the previous turbine. In order to do
this, several measurements recorded through a SCADA system from Thanet wind
farm have been used. Thanet wind farm is an oﬀshore wind farm located 11km
oﬀ the cost of Thanet district in Kent, England (Figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.1: Location of Thanet Wind Farm
It is the world's second largest oﬀshore wind farm. The Thanet project is
composed of 100 Vestas V 90− 3MW turbines, with 480m between turbines and
715m between the rows. It generates 960GWh per year and, by yearly average, is
suﬃcient to supply approximately 240,000 homes. Two submarine power cables
run from an oﬀshore substation within the wind farm connecting it to an onshore
substation in Richborough, Kent. The oﬀshore substation steps up the turbine
voltage of 33kV to 132kV for the grid.
The layout of the wind farm is shown in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Layout of Thanet Wind Farm
Measurements available come from turbines A01 to turbine A08 and from
turbines B03−B04, sampled at 1Hz and are shown in Table 3.1.
3.2 V 90 Description
The Vestas V 90 − 3MW is a new generation, variable speed, three-bladed
upwind turbine (Figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.3: Vestas V 90 turbine
This turbine is composed of a 90m high tower, on top of which is located
the nacelle that is the casing for a doubly fed induction generator, low speed
and high speed shafts, gearbox, controller and other required instrumentation.
The nacelle can rotate to be oriented towards the wind (yaw control). In the
front there is mounted the three-bladed rotor whose blades are 45m long and can
rotate on their axis in order to control tower vibration and/or produced power
(pitch-control).
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Wind turbine Measure
Generator RPM
Nacelle Direction
Pitch Angle
Power
Power Reference
Rotor RPM
System State
Tower Acc Long
Tower Acc Trans
Wind Direction
Wind Speed
Met. Mast Measure
Air Temperature
Wind Direction
Wind Speed
Table 3.1: Measurement speciﬁcations
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Chapter 4
Eﬀective Wind Speed
4.1 Introduction
Wind speed is, in general, a vector ﬁeld V : R4 → R3[15], in fact wind speed
varies both with time and space. Measurements provided by the wind ultrasonic
sensors are not aﬀordable since the area swept by the rotor is Ar = piR2r ≈ 6362m2
while the anemometer provide something that compared to Ar looks like a punc-
tual measurement. Of course the wind measurements provided is correlated to
the wind hitting the turbine, but there can be discrepancies in wind speed among
points located suﬃciently far away from the anemometer.
Light detection and ranging technique would be an option to measure a proﬁle of
the real wind some meters in front of the turbine, but this is not part of standard
signals available on the turbine and it is also expensive. In order to overcome
this the Eﬀective Wind Speed concept (EWS) is introduced:
with Eﬀective Wind Speed we refer to an imaginary wind that, when hits the
turbine, would produce the same power produced by the real wind that hits the
turbine.
The advantage of using this imaginary wind is that it is constant over the rotor
area, even though it still varies with time and is less noisy than the measured one
(EWS represents the wind ﬁeld averaged over the rotor area), also referred to as
Nacelle Wind Speed (NWS).
4.2 Eﬀective Wind Speed Estimation
In order to estimate this quantity, a continuous-discrete Extended Kalman
Filter is used[15], since an estimation of the input of the system is needed and
also because it takes advantage of nonlinear time varying turbulence model. A
continuous-discrete Extended Kalman Filter has been chosen since the system
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lends itself to continuous modeling while available measurements are at discrete
time. The algorithm is governed by the following equations:{
˙ˆx(t) = f(xˆ(t),u(t))
˙P(t) = F(t)P(t) +P(t)F(t)T +Q(t)
(4.1)
with: {
xˆ(tk−1) = xˆk−1|k−1
Pˆ(tk−1) = Pˆk−1|k−1
(4.2)
F matrix is obtained through linearization of the system equations.
Update of the ﬁlter is obtained in the following way:
Kk = Pk|k−1HTk (HkPk|k−1H
T
k +Rk)
−1
xˆk|k = xˆk|k−1 +Kk(yk − h(xˆk|k−1
Pk|k = (I−KkHk)Pk|k−1
(4.3)
where matrix H is obtained by linearizing the output transformation[6]. The
EKF algorithm uses a Runge-Kutta 4 algorithm (RK4) to predict the next state
vector and covariance matrix and then uses the linearized matrices to reﬁne the
estimates. It takes the following inputs:
• state equations (f);
• output equations (h);
• state linearization (dfdx);
• output linearization (dhdx);
• state dimension (n);
• input vector (U);
• output vector (Y );
• initial state and covariance matrix (x0− P0);
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• process and output variance matrices (Q−R);
• sample time (Ts);
• number of steps to use in (RK4) (Ii).
and returns as outputs:
• State prediction x(n|n-1) (XHM);
• State estimate x(n|n) (XHP );
• Output prediction y(n|n-1) (Y HM);
• Kalman gain matrices with time as third index (KRes);
• Covariance estimate matrices with time as third index (PpRes).
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Pseudocode fore the EKF algorithms follow:
Algorithm 4.2.1: EKFCD(f, h, dfdx, dhdx, n, U, Y, x0, P0, Q,R, Ts, Ii)
xhm← x0;
u0← U(:, 1);
yhm← h(xhm, u0);
Pm← P0;
A← dfdx(xhm,U(:, 1));
C ← dhdx(xhm,U(:, 1));
N ← length(U);
for i← 1 to N
do
XHM(:, i)← xhm;
Y HM(:, i)← yhm;
PmRes(:, :, i)← Pm;
PymRes(:, :, i)← C ∗ Pm ∗ C ′ +Rv;
C ← dhdx(xhm,U(:, i));
K ← Pm ∗ C ′/(C ∗ Pm ∗ C ′ +Rv);
xhp← xhm+K ∗ (Y (:, i)− yhm);
XHP (:, i)← xhp;
Pp← (eye(n)−K ∗ C) ∗ Pm ∗ (eye(n)−K ∗ C)′ +K ∗Rv ∗K ′;
if any(eig(Pp) < 0)
then
error
else KRes(:, :, i)← K;
PpRes(:, :, i)← Pp;
xhm← xhp;
Pm← Pp;
Pm← Pm+RungeKutta4Method(Pm);
xhm← xhm+RungeKutta4Methog(xhm);
if any(eig(Pm) < 0)
then
error
else
yhm← h(xhm,U(:, i+ 1));
return (XHM,XHP, Y HM,KRes, PpRes)
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4.3 Turbine Model
In order for the EKF algorithm to work a model of the system must be
provided. In Figure 4.1 it is possible to see an insight of a wind turbine.
Figure 4.1: Wind turbine insight
The turbine consists of a rotor whose inertia is Jr, connected to a low speed
shaft, supposed to be stiﬀ, which is linked through an elastic transmission (with
elastic constant Ks, damping Bs, gear ratio N) to a high speed shaft. This shaft
is connected to a doubly fed induction generator (with inertia Jg). These ma-
chineries are contained in a nacelle mounted on the top of an elastic tower (mass
Mn, elastic constant Kt, damping Bt). If we think about how this process works,
it can be seen that the wind is accelerating the rotor through the aerodynamic
torque. Thanks to the transmission also the high speed shaft rotates at a cer-
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tain velocity which, at steady state, is Nωr and is the same velocity available
on the generator. A torque opposed in direction to the rotational speed is used
to control the the rotor velocity. The wind is also causing the tower to vibrate.
This vibration actually aﬀects the available wind speed at the rotor depending
on the direction of the vibration. The system turbine shown in Figure 4.1, with
reference to the nacelle, can be seen as a 2 degree of freedom rotational mechan-
ical system. In order to better understand it, it is possible to refer to Figure 4.2
where a system of the same kind is shown in a more simple way.
Figure 4.2: Simple schematic of the system
The equations governing it are:
Jg q¨g +Kf q˙g = −Tg + 1
N
Tr−g
Jrq¨r = Tr − Tr−g
Tr−g = Ks(qr − 1
N
qg) +Bs(q˙r − 1
N
q˙g)
(4.4)
Where qg, qr are the angular positions respectively of the generator and of the
rotor. Jg, Jr are the inertias, N is the gearbox ratio, Kf is the friction, considered
to be acting only on generation side and depending on velocity; ﬁnally Ks, Bs
are the stiﬀness and damping of the transmission ﬂexibility. By introducing the
displacement angle φ = qr− 1N qg, calling rotor and generator velocity respectively
ωr = q˙r, ωg = q˙g and assuming a second order lumped parameters description for
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the tower, the system can be modeled as follow:
ω˙r =
1
Jr
(
1
2
ρAr(Ve − dn2)3CP (λ, β) 1
ωr
−Ksφ−Bsφ˙)
ω˙g =
1
Jg
(− Pg
µωg
−Kfωg + 1
N
(Ksφ+Bsφ˙))
φ˙ = ωr − 1
N
ωg
d˙n1 = dn2
d˙n2 = − Bt
Mn
dn2 − Kt
Mn
dn1 +
1
2Mn
ρArCT (λ, β)(Ve − dn2)2
(4.5)
Basically, with this description of the tower, the nacelle is considered to be moving
horizontally, with no changes in the height. This horizontal movement actually
aﬀects the intensity if the wind hitting the rotor, since if wind speed and vibration
velocity dn2 have the same direction the aerodynamic torque available is reduced
while if they have opposite direction the torque is increased. This explains why
in the expression of the aerodynamic torque the term Ve − dn2 appears. If we
analyze the system modeled so far with the physical constants of V 90− 3MW in
the equations, a couple of complex conjugate zeros-poles (due to the transmission)
appear at a frequency ωtr ≈ 10.5rad/s. Since the sampling frequency is fs = 1Hz
this contribution can be disregarded and the system can be modeled as a fully
rigid one. Disregarding the transmission in (4.5) leads to the following model:
ω˙r =
1
Jr + JgN2
(
1
2
ρAr(Ve − dn2)3Cp(λ, β) 1
ωr
−NTg −NTf )
d˙n1 = dn2
d˙n2 = − Bt
Mn
dn2 − Kt
Mn
dn1 +
1
2Mn
ρArCt(λ, β)(Ve − dn2)2
(4.6)
Ve represents the wind speed, that is the input we need to estimate. In order
to do so, we enlarge the mechanical system adding as many states as necessary
to describe this input.
The process wind can be decomposed into two states: the ﬁrst one describing the
mean wind speed and the second one describing the turbulence around the mean
wind speed. The model chosen is the following: v˙t = −
vmpi
2L
vt + n1
v˙m = n2
(4.7)
Also a model for the noise is needed: the mean wind speed should be able to vary
slowly from zero to at least 25m/ sec, value that represents the turbine cut out
wind speed. If we assume that the standard deviation of mean wind speed over
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10 min is 2m/ sec we can set n2 to 2
2
600
. As regards the process noise aﬀecting the
turbulent part we can describe it as:
n1 =
v3mt
2
ipi
L
. (4.8)
This comes from requiring the same peak frequency and variance as obtained
by the Kaimal spectrum. The turbulent part is known to vary with mean wind
speed, this explains the dependency of the dynamic and variance via vm[7, 15].
Parameter ti is known as turbulence intensity and is a measurement of the overall
level of turbulence. It is deﬁned as:
ti =
σ
U¯
(4.9)
where σ is the standard deviation of wind speed variations about the mean wind
speed U¯ , usually deﬁned over 10 minutes. The turbulence intensity depends on
the roughness of the surface and the height above the surface. It also depends on
the presence of hills or mountains (especially if they lie upwind) and on the ther-
mal behavior of the atmosphere. Anyway as the height above ground increases,
the eﬀects of all these processes become weaker. Above a certain height, the air
ﬂow can be considered largely free of surface inﬂuences[7].
Said this, it is possible to deﬁne the driving input of the turbine Ve as:
Ve = vm + vt. (4.10)
L is known as length scale parameter, it also depends on the surface roughness,
but far enough above the ground it becomes more or less constant and isotropic,
with a value L = 140m. The complete system, augmented with the wind equa-
tions looks like:

ω˙r =
1
Jr + JgN2
(
1
2
ρAr(Ve − dn2)3Cp(λ, β) 1
ωr
−NTg −NTf )
d˙n1 = dn2
d˙n2 = − Bt
Mn
dn2 − Kt
Mn
dn1 +
1
2Mn
ρArCT (λ, β)(Ve − dn2)2
v˙t = −vmpi
2L
vt + n1
v˙m = n2
Ve = vm + vt
λ =
ωrRr
Ve
(4.11)
As regards the output transformation, if we look at the measurements available
and we think about how the turbine works it's easy to see that:
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• the produced power constitutes an input for the system, since from it the
control torque of the generator can be derived as:
Tg =
Pg
ηgenηtransmωg
; (4.12)
• the pitch angle β is an input of the system, since by varying it, both Cp
and Ct coeﬃcients vary and is then possible to control the output;
• both rotor and generator velocity can be controlled either by acting on Tg
or β. Since the system is modeled as a fully rigid one reduced to the rotor
ωr constitutes and output for the system;
• the nacelle wind speed, whose measurements are available, can be seen as
a very noisy and uncertain measurement of Ve.
Provided this, the output transformation looks like:
{
y1 = ωr + v1
y2 = vm + vt + v2
(4.13)
Since this model will be used in an EKF algorithm, it is required that the couple
(A,C), with A = ∂f
∂x
and C = ∂h
∂x
is observable or, at least, detectable[19]. This
condition always stands, however the condition number for the observability ma-
trix of the 5 states system is high (≥ 300), probably because of the lack of direct
measurements of tower oscillation[15]. Tower measurements provided by Vestas
could not be used because of mismatches between model and real system: ac-
cording to the tower model adopted, mass, damping and elasticity supplied, the
natural frequency of the tower should lie at 0.24Hz while a spectral analysis of
the tower acceleration, both in X and Y direction shows a peak at 0.36Hz which
corresponds to an error of 50% more than what was expected. This mismatch in
the natural frequency of the tower ωn = KtMn is probably due to an incorrect value
of the tower stiﬀness Kt. An estimation problem could have been set also for this
parameter but since the stiﬀness can be inﬂuenced by meteorological conditions
that change over time it was preferred to disregard the tower contribution, that
is small, rahter than dealing with a system that could have been time-variant.
Because of this reason a 3 states model, with the tower dynamic neglected has
been used. Being 4.13 the output transformation the complete system used for
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identiﬁcation looks like:
ω˙r =
1
Jr + JgN2
(
1
2
ρArV
3
e Cp(λ, β)
1
ωr
−NTg −NTf )
v˙t = −vmpi
2L
vt + n1
v˙m = n2
y1 = ωr + v1
y2 = vm + vt + v2
Ve = vm + vt
λ =
ωrRr
Ve
(4.14)
Since it was assumed that measurement noise on rotor speed is approximately 2%
and on Nacelle Wind Speed is large because of blades passing by[15], measurement
noise has been set to:
R =
(
0.02 3
)
(4.15)
Also algorithm's initial state x0 and initial (diagonal) covariance matrix P0 is as
follow (being σi the standard deviation of the whole measurement set i):
x0 =
(
ωr(0) 0 Nws(0)
)
(4.16)
P0 = diag
(
σ2ωr 0.2 σ
2
Nws
)
(4.17)
Estimation results for turbine A01 are shown in Figure 4.3 and are compared with
the nacelle measurements. In order to validate the estimated EWS sequences, its
Figure 4.3: Nacelle wind speed (red) vs Eﬀective wind speed (blue)
deﬁnition has been applied. If the estimated wind really represents the one hitting
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the rotor than the power output should be the same. Through a simulation it
has been possible to see that EWS sequences produce a power output similar to
the measured one.Figure 4.4 The power output produced by NWS instead has a
magnitude and shape that diﬀers from the measured one, conﬁrming the starting
hypothesis of unreliability Figure 4.5.
Figure 4.4: Real produced power (blue) vs. simulated one (red)
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Figure 4.5: Real produced power (blue) vs. simulated one (red)
Chapter 5
Wind Model Hypothesis
In the estimation of EWS described in chapter 4, sequences of wind speed
blowing in direction NNW, approximately around 320◦ have been used. This
means that the wind is traveling along the columns of the wind farm from tur-
bine 01 to turbine 08. Along its way, it encounters several transformations due to
interactions with the turbines as it is illustrated in the simpliﬁed Figure 5.1 As
Figure 5.1: Interaction between turbines in a wind farm
a result of the interaction shown, wind speed decreases while turbulence (wake
eﬀects) increases. The correct study of the wake eﬀect gives the possibility to
control and adjust the shadowing of inner wind turbines, to decrease the wake
and to increase the energy yield from the wind farm. The air ﬂux that comes
from one turbine to the next one is reduced and becomes turbulent. The wind
turbine positioned just behind the ﬁrst one experiences a reduced and whirled
air ﬂow and produces less energy. This phenomenon of shadowing is called wake-
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eﬀect[5]. The wake's structure consists of several zones: near wake, intermediate
wake and far wake as shown in Figure 5.2. The length of each zone depends on
the rotor diameter and its properties are determined by the values of pressure p
and wind speed V [13]. The wake propagation phenomenon in a wind farm is such
Figure 5.2: Wake ﬂow structure
that the wind speed tend to decrease moving along the turbines while turbulence
increases. These modiﬁcations anyway tend to approach a steady state charac-
terized by more or less the same (mean) wind speed and turbulence intensity.
The major transformations happen between the ﬁrst two turbines encountered
by the wind along its travel, therefore a transition region between the ﬁrst and
second turbine can be deﬁned. Since the wind in this transition zones is subject
to deep modiﬁcations the model (if existent) that describe this zone should be
characterized by high uncertainty in the parameters. From a spectral point of
view instead low frequency components travel along the wind farm and may be
aﬀected by the presence of obstacles, this means that their magnitude or phase
may be changed. High frequency components instead represent turbulent energy
which is dissipated into heat and replaced by new eddies completely uncorrelated
with the original ones. These considerations suggests a model structure linking
Vei+1 to Vei such as the one presented in Figure 5.3, where there can be seen a
direct contribution to wind speed Vei+1 coming from the previous turbine, plus
a noisy contribution that represents the uncorrelated new high frequency com-
ponents, so that the wind speed spectrum is preserved. Since we refer to linear
models, what we really take into account are the variations around a mean value
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of wind speeds at turbines. With reference to Figure ?? we can state that:
u(t) = Vei − V ei y(t) = Vei+1 − Vei+1 (5.1)
Finally a delay is needed since the wind particles take a ﬁnite time to travel along
the distance d = 480m.
Figure 5.3: Model structure
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Chapter 6
Model Identiﬁcation
6.1 Prediction Error Method Identiﬁcation
Let's consider a family of models
M = {M(θ)|θ ∈ Θ} (6.1)
being θ the vector of the coeﬃcients of the modelM . Let's also consider available
data as measurements of the input u( · ) and of the output y( · ) at time instants
t = 1, ..., N . The problem to solve is to ﬁnd the model, in the chosen family,
that best explains data[19]. The approach chosen is the predictive one, that is as
follow: given a family of model, we calculate the associate 1 step predictor which
will produce the output
yˆ(t+ 1|t) = f(ut, yt, θ) (6.2)
being ut, yt the sequences {u(t), u(t− 1), ...} and {y(t), y(t− 1), ...}. In this way
it is possible to construct the error sequence:
θ(t) = y(t+ 1)− yˆ(t+ 1|t) (6.3)
and to evaluate the mean error:
J(θ) =
1
N
N∑
t=κ
(t)2 (6.4)
being κ the ﬁrst instant when it is possible to evaluate the output prediction from
available data. In this way we can build the cost function J(θ), which depends
on the particular set of parameter chosen. Varying the parameters will vary the
value of the cost function.
6.1.1 Practical Realization
In order to have this algorithm to work it is necessary to choose a family
model and to identify the delay aﬀecting the system. An easy way to estimate
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the delay is just to set it as:
τ =
d
v¯
(6.5)
being d = 480m and v¯ the mean wind speed. This ﬁrst approach can give only
a rough idea of the magnitude of the delay, since wind speed is not constant
over time also the delay will vary from sample to sample. Since the models used
for identiﬁcation are time invariant it is better to use a value for the delay that
best ﬁts available data. This choice can be done in a almost automatic way by
the identiﬁcation algorithm: the idea is to identify several models, one for each
signiﬁcant delay value inside a certain range ∆, and then to choose the model
that shows the lowest FPE value among all. If we construct a statistic for the
time-varying delay by binning each sample a more or less Gaussian distribution
is obtained as shown in Figure 6.1 The red line in 6.1 represents a Gaussian
Figure 6.1: Gaussian distribution of the delay
distribution ﬁtted to delay data, in this particular case it is characterized by:
N (µ, σ2) = N (57.3, 20.5). The range ∆ has been chosen as µ ± σ. The family
of models chosen is Box-Jenkins, to enforce equal spectral characteristics of the
wind at the two turbines. Referring to Figure 5.3, we can in fact assume that:
|Gt(jω)|2 |Gu(jω)|2 + |Gn(jω)|2 ≈ |Gu(jω)|2 (6.6)
where Gu(jω) represents the input spectrum while for the noise n(t) it is assumed
unitary variance. In case of a more speciﬁc model (ARX, ARMAX, OE) it should
always be possible, through simpliﬁcations, to go back to the correct family. Box-
Jenkins model structure is shown in 6.7:
y(t) =
nu∑
i=1
Bi(z)
Fi(z)
ui(t− τi) + C(z)
D(z)
e(t) (6.7)
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where nu is the number of input channels. The orders of Box-Jenkins model are
deﬁned as follows:
nb : B(z) = b1 + b2z
−1 + ...+ bnbz
−nb+1
nc : C(z) = 1 + c1z
−1 + ...+ cncz
−nc
nc : D(z) = 1 + d1z
−1 + ...+ dndz
−nd
nf : F (z) = 1 + f1z
−1 + ...+ fnf z
−nf
(6.8)
[4]. Referring to Figure 3.2 we introduce two indexes: row-index i = 1, ..., 7 and
column-index j = A, ..., F , with the notation T (i, j) we refer to the turbine in
position (i, j) in the previous layout. Since wind sequences taken into account
blow in direction NNE, which means along the columns from T (1, j¯) to T (8, j¯)
we can assume the following:
• T (i, j¯) can aﬀect T (i+ 1, j¯);
• T (k, j¯) cannot aﬀect T (k + 2), j¯, with k = 1, ..., 6.
• T (¯i, j) cannot aﬀect T (¯i, j + 1)
• T (i, j) cannot aﬀect T (i+ 1, j + 1)
This means that interaction between turbines exists only along the wind direction
and between two adjacent turbines while there is no cross interaction between
turbines that are not aligned. These hypothesis are also conﬁrmed by the in-
teraction energy6.9 that is very low[17] at lags ζ >> τ for turbines that don't
respect the previous statements.
exy(ζ) =
∫ +∞
−∞
x(t)y∗(t− ζ)dt (6.9)
Asterisk denotes complex-conjugation.
Given the previous hypothesis, the model family and delay interval, the iden-
tiﬁcation procedure can begin. Data preprocessing is required: any trend, if
present, must be removed since the model we are looking for should describe how
wind speed vary around a mean value. In this particular experiment ﬁrst 1000
samples are skipped since they represent a transition from a wind speed region
characterized by mean wind speed vm ≈ 10m/s to another region characterized
by vm ≈ 8.5m/s. Finally, the remaining data is divided into subsequences of 600
samples each. These subsequences are used for identiﬁcation (ﬁrst 600 samples)
and validation (next 600 samples).
6.2 Spectra Ratio Method
The delay aﬀecting the system is the most critical parameter to identify: it
is extremely variable and therefore it is characterized by a great uncertainty.
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A good and reliable estimate of this parameter results in a good and reliable
estimate of the other parameters of the model. This is the reason why another,
more deterministic, way to identify it is desirable. If we deﬁne a cross-correlation
function rxy(k) in the following way:
rxy(k) =
cxy(k)√
cxx(0)
√
cyy(0)
(6.10)

cxy(k) =
1
N
N−k∑
t=1
(xt − x)(yt+k − y)
cxy(k) =
1
N
N−k∑
t=1
(yt − y)(xt+k − x)
(6.11)
the delay can be estimated as the positive lag k at which rxy(k) has its maximum
since it should represent maximum interaction. Negative lags are not taken into
account since, according to the deﬁnition of this function, they represent future
outputs correlated to the present inputs. Although promising, this approach is
not feasible since, if the transfer function Gt(s) has a too low bandwidth (as it
seems the case) it can act itself as a delay. Suppose the system to be the following
simple linear system:
Y (s) = Gt(s)e
−sτU(s) (6.12)
and suppose Gt(s) to have a very low bandwidth, let's say ωGt(s) << ωu(t). Be-
cause of the limited bandwidth Gt(s) operates a phase shift that, when evaluating
the cross-correlation function between input and output of the system, can be
easily interpreted or mistaken for a delay itself. The overall result is an overesti-
mation of the delay if, according to this approach, it is deﬁned as the maximum of
cxy(k). Anyway this approach suggested another way (called spectra ratio method
or SRM) to identify the underlying models: assuming the model structure shown
in Figure 5.3, with noise n1∼WN(0, λ2) it is possible to derive, through study
of cross correlation functions, relationships from input to output and from noise
to output that allow us to identify the aforementioned functions Gt(s), Gn(s)
and the delay τ . In particular, from input to output it's possible to write the
following:
γuy(τ1) = E[u(t)y(t+ τ1)] =
E[u(t)Gt(s)e
−sτu(t+ τ1) + u(t)Gn(s)n1(t+ τ1)] =
Gte
−sτγuu(τ1)
(6.13)
while from noise to output the following relationship stands:
γn1y(τ2) = E[n(t)y(t+ τ2)] =
E[n1(t)Gt(s)u(t+ τ2) + n1(t)Gn(s)n1(t+ τ2)] =
Gn(s)γnn(τ2) = Gnλ
2δ(t)
(6.14)
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If we look at these relationships in the frequency domain we have:
Γuy(ω) = F(γuy(τ1))
Γn1y(ω) = F(γn1y(τ2))
(6.15)
In particular, just by focusing on the absolute value of the previous functions, we
obtain:
|Γuy(ω)| = |F(γuy(τ1))| = |Gt(s)|Γuu(ω)
|Γn1y(ω)| = |F(γn1y(τ2))| = |Gn(s)|Γn1n1(ω) = |Gn(s)|λ2 (6.16)
It is in this way possible to build empirical transfer functions through ratios of
spectra. Let this estimated functions be called Gˆt(s) and Gˆn(s) and let's consider
Gˆt(s): thanks to the way this function has been built, no informations on the
delay are available, if we now compute an estimation of the cross-correlation
γˆuy(τ1):
γˆuy(τ1) = Gˆt(s)γuu(τ1) (6.17)
in the hypothesis that Gˆt(s) = Gt(s) the only diﬀerence between γuy(τ1) and
γˆuy(τ1) will be only a time shift due to the missing delay. This method grants an
identiﬁcation of the real delay aﬀecting the system and also the transfer functions
estimated should be accurate. This method works perfectly theoretically but in
practice it suﬀers of some problems: since data amount is ﬁnite it is not possible
to compute the spectra of cross and auto correlation functions, but spectro-
grams are computed. Spectrograms are known to be noisy approximations of
spectra since they are deﬁned only at frequencies n∆ω (being ∆ω = 1
T
, T the
total observation time and n is the number of samples available). Of course at
these frequencies they coincide with the spectra but the ﬁnal result is distorted
and irregular [18]. Because of these limitations this method applied to the same
identiﬁcation sequences used in previous Prediction Error Methods would eventu-
ally produce noisy estimates that can hardly be interpreted as transfer functions.
Also windowing and smoothing techniques of spectrogram do not help in reducing
the noise aﬀecting the estimates.
To overcome this problem it is necessary to approximate separately the mag-
nitude of the spectrograms so far produced before performing their ratio. By
looking in a x-semilogarithmic plot, it is possible to see that the shape of the
magnitudes resembles the shape of transfer functions with a certain gain G0 and
a number υ of real poles as in Figure 6.2 It seems to be possible to evaluate
these transfer functions (call them Γ˜uu(s), Γ˜uy(s)) by looking separately at the
low frequency and high frequency parts and by approximating them with straight
line it is possible to produce non-noisy estimates of the spectra.
Reducing the number of samples taken into account to calculate the spectro-
grams from the whole set available (5400 samples) to the same subsets used in
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Figure 6.2: Comparison between Γuu(ω) and its approximation in a semilogarith-
mic plot
the previous method (600 samples per subsequence) also reduces their reliability
at low frequency i.e. it is diﬃcult to deﬁne a suitable dc-value. To overcome
this problem, considering the shape of wind speed spectra (Figure 6.3), it has
been chosen to deﬁne this value as the maximum value of the magnitude of the
spectrum. The pole position is deﬁned as the particular frequency at which the
Figure 6.3: Spectra of several wind speed measurements
intersection between low frequency and high frequency straight lines occur, the
number of poles has been deﬁned by looking at the steepness of the spectra over
a decade. By exploiting the relationships in 6.16 we can deﬁne functions G(i)t (s),
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G
(i)
n (s) (where i refers to the input/output subsequences taken into account) as:
∣∣∣G˜(i)t (s)∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣Γ˜(i)uy(jω)∣∣∣
Γ˜
(i)
uu(ω)∣∣∣G˜(i)n (s)∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣Γ˜(i)n1y(jω)∣∣∣
λ2
(6.18)
Let's suppose these estimation to be perfect. If we compute γ˜uy(τ) = G˜t(s)γuu(τ)
its only diﬀerence from γuy(τ) will be the time delay. This parameter can now
be deﬁned as the time-shift between 2 peaks of these cross-correlation functions.
Of course the more the previous estimate of the transfer functions G˜(i)t (s) is poor
the more the estimate of the delay is not precise.
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Chapter 7
Model Validation and Predictor
Calculation
7.1 Problem Description
In this part of the work a data set diﬀerent from the one set used for identiﬁ-
cation is used to ﬁnd out if the model taken into account is describing correctly
the system dynamics (in the particular case of PEM models, because of how the
experiment has been set, also the best order and consequently the best delay are
chosen in this session). Validation is required as proof for the model to describe
the underlying reality also in cases that it diﬀers from the one on which it was
calculated. A data set diﬀerent from the identiﬁcation one is needed since being
J(θ) an index of adherence of the model deﬁned by θ to identiﬁcation data, and
being θˆN the minimum of J(θ) we can assume J(θˆN) to be the index of adherence
of the optimal model to data, with N number of free coeﬃcients. This ﬁgure of
merit is not reliable since it evaluates the goodness of the model on the same
data set on which the model has been calculated, and it is clear that J(θˆN) will
decrease with increasing complexity since the higher degree of freedom on param-
eters will step up its adherence to that data set. On the other hand its closeness
to a particular set of measurements will bind the model to it, jeopardizing its
behavior on diﬀerent sets[18]. The problem to solve now is to ﬁnd the optimal
N and to show that the model shown is consistent that is: the uncertainty on its
parameters is low and that it can produce good estimations of the output.
7.2 Problem Solution For PEM Models
Since the previous phase returns several models for each input/output subse-
quence for each pair of turbines the ﬁrst problem to solve is to ﬁnd a model to
validate in this set. It has been decided to candidate to the validation phase the
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model which has the lowest Final Prediction Error (or FPE):
FPE(n) = E[J(θˆN(s))] =
N + n
N − nJ(θˆN)
(n) (7.1)
being n the model order. The best complexity and delay correspond to a value of
n for which FPE has a minimum. Since during identiﬁcation models's orders were
allowed to vary between 1 and 2, while the delay was allowed to vary between
bµ± σe and said ∆ this interval, the number of models for each sequence is
K = 2 × 2 × 2 × ∆. FPE criterion is used to choose the candidate best model
complexity among this set, in order to elect the candidate model as the best
one available a parameter analysis and a residual analysis are performed. If
the candidate model does not pass one of the two steps it is discarded and this
procedure is started again from scratch since convergence as in Figure 7.1.
Figure 7.1: Predictive Identiﬁcation
In the parameters evaluation phase, we verify that the parameters of the
candidate model are signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from zero. As a rule of thumb, deﬁned
with θi the i − th parameter of the model and let σθi be the standard deviation
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of the uncertainty associated with the parameter θi we assume a parameter to be
signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from 0 if: ∣∣∣∣ θiσthetai
∣∣∣∣ ≥ 2 (7.2)
If a parameter of higher order is not signiﬁcant then it can be disregarded, simpli-
fying the model. If a parameter of lower order is not signiﬁcant then its estimate
aﬀects also the higher order parameters that are not reliable anymore. In this
case the model is disregarded. Figure 7.2. If a model passes the parameter eval-
Figure 7.2: Uncertainty aﬀecting the parameters of a model to be tested
uation phase then it is validated through residual analysis. Residual analysis is
extremely important: it represents a disturbance input (also referred to as innova-
tion process) that would explain any mismatch between real data and simulated
one.If this residual sequence exhibits any trend or structure it would mean that
the identiﬁcation process is not complete and it can be improved. Conversely the
model is correct if (t)-sequence is structureless. In order for the model to pass
this test residuals (t) should fulﬁll:
• (t) has zero mean and is a white noise: E[(t)(t+ τ)] = λ2δ(t);
• (t) are independent of the inputs: E[(t)u(t+ τ)] = 0;
• (t) are normally distributed.
The model that ﬁrst satisﬁes all the previous tests (lowest FPE, parameter con-
sistency, residuals) is considered the best available. Results obtained from the
validation phase show that for some optimal models the poles of Gt(z) and Gn(z)
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Figure 7.3: Residual test passed by a model
happen almost in the same position. An example is shown in the following mod-
els, which represent the systems relating turbine A02 to A03 calculated referring
to samples from 1201 to 1800 (7.3) and 1801 to 2400 (7.4):
B(z) = 0.0259z−67
C(z) = 1 + 0.3248z−1
D(z) = 1− 0.9768z−1
F (z) = 1− 0.9431z−1
(7.3)
B(z) = 0.03191z−64
C(z) = 1 + 0.3896z−1
D(z) = 1− 0.9851z−1
F (z) = 1− 0.9375z−1
(7.4)
This means that the calculated models look like ARMAX models: both the
direct part and the noisy part have poles almost in the same position. This
fact suggests to repeat the identiﬁcation-validation procedure with ARMAX
as target model. The reduction of one degree of freedom in the identiﬁcation
procedure(one polynomial less to calculate for each model) brings the following
advantages:
• speeding up the identiﬁcation-validation phase since there are less models
to calculate/validate;
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• reduction of the variability of gain and passband of the optimal models cal-
culated for each sequence for each pair of turbine as in: Figure 7.4,Figure 7.5;
• less samples violating the residual test, which means that this model can
better explain the underlying reality.
(a) Gt(z) (b) Gn(z)
Figure 7.4: Bode plots of Gt(z) and Gn(z)
(a) Gt(z) (b) Gn(z)
Figure 7.5: Bode plots of Gt(z) and Gn(z)
After this second identiﬁcation-validation phase is performed the models for-
merly presented to show why ARMAX model are introduced (7.3,7.4) become
respectively 7.5,7.6:
B(z) = 0.01571z−65
C(z) = 1 + 0.4036z−1
A(z) = 1− 0.9739z−1 (7.5)
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B(z) = 0.01066z−67
C(z) = 1 + 0.3248z−1
A(z) = 1− 0.9826z−1 (7.6)
A simple inspection on the model structure shows that:
• The bandwidth of the direct contributionGt(z) is small: ωGt(z) ≈ 0.03rad/ sec
if compared to the total frequency content of the wind; which means that
more or less only the instantaneous mean value of the wind travels along
the turbines.
• The gain of the direct contributionGt(z) for each transfer function is around
1, which is reasonable since no big variations in the instantaneous mean
value should be expected between 2 points not suﬃciently far away.
• The bandwidth of the noisy contribution is wider: ωGt(z) < ωGn(z) <
ωsampling. This conﬁrms the hypothesis of higher order harmonics to fade
away during their travel and to be replaced by new uncorrelated eddies.
• The variance of the remote white noise supposed to generate turbulence is
low.
From the considerations previously mentioned, it can be derived that there still
exist some contributions of the signal that are not explained by the model, in
fact the available bandwidth is extended up to ωn < ωsample. This is because
the underlying reality is time variant and non linear, so mismatches between real
world and the models are present.Since the bandwidth of these models is not high
enough to explain the wind at frequencies close to the tower natural frequency
ωtow = 0.24Hz its predictions cannot be used directly to reduce tower vibrations.
In Table 7.1 is possible to see a statistic for the identiﬁed models both for Gt(z).
As previously said, all data available have been divided into subsequences of
600 samples each and for each pair of input-output sequence a model has been
identiﬁed. This statistic has been built according to the following principle: for
each pair of turbine DC-value, poles-zeros position, delay, noise variance have
been considered. The numbers appearing in the table are mean-value and variance
of the aforementioned values calculated over the models connecting the same pair
of turbines but with diﬀerent input-output sequences.
In order to see if these models are valid either only referring to the pairs of
turbines for which they have been calculated or also with other pairs residual
analysis has been performed also taking into account sequences belonging to
other pairs of turbines: if model k, being k the input/output subsequences index,
has been calculated referring to turbines A0i and A0i + 1, i = 1, ..., 7 then it
is tested also on turbines from A0j + 1 to A0j + 2, j = 1, ..., 6. This test is
necessary in order to ﬁnd out if the underlying dynamics change from turbine to
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turbine or if remains more or less constant. Since residual plots performed in the
previously described way behave as if the output error is more or less white (only
few samples happen to be outside the ±3σ conﬁdence interval) we can state that
the models identiﬁed between one pair of turbine can be used between each pair
of turbines in a row starting from A01 on. These results are shown in Appendix
A and corresponds to residuals produced by the model linking turbines A03 and
A04 when wind sequences belonging to other turbines are taken into account.
7.3 Problem Solution For Spectra Ratio Models
For the models calculated with the ratio of spectra it is not necessary to
evaluate the FPE: for each subsequence there exist only one model whose order
is already deﬁned. In this phase it is only veriﬁed that the residuals are more
or less white. Results from the previous validation phase show that optimal
models are simple while models calculated with the spectra ratio approach are
quite complex (model order ≥ 3). Before going on with the validation phase for
spectra ratio models all the identiﬁed systems are reduced to the same order of
PEM models. To evaluate how much every model can be reduced Hankel singular
values have been taken into account: they provide a measurement of the energy
for each state in a system, states with relatively small energy can be discarded[2].
After evaluating this quantity the actual simpliﬁcation can be performed through
for example the Matlab function balred(sys, order). Furthermore the reduced
models are transformed into discrete time models so that comparisons between
the two methods happen in the same domain. Residuals produced are not white.
This means that all the calculated models do not capture some important system
dynamics. To improve their performances it is possible to use them as starting
point for a PEM identiﬁcation algorithm. Since the ﬁrst phase of the identiﬁcation
returned models in which the position of poles is deeply diﬀerent between Gt(z)
and Gn(z) parts, the target model in the PEM identiﬁcation is Box-Jenkins. In
this way the estimate is reﬁned through the second phase in which the number of
zeros-poles is ﬁxed and the delay is known. What is done in this phase is simply
to adjust the position of singularities in the complex plane. After this second
Wind turbine E[DC] V ar[DC] E[ωT ] V ar[ωT ] E[τ ] V ar[τ ]
GtA0203(z) 0.61 0.08 0.03 7.65e-5 58 30
GtA0304(z) 0.55 0.12 0.03 3.86e-5 58 27
GtA0405(z) 0.42 0.72 0.04 2.40e-5 60 21
GtA0506(z) 0.99 0.09 0.03 6.70e-5 59 29
GtA0607(z) 1.13 0.07 0.03 3.90e-5 58 25
GtA0708(z) 0.86 0.03 0.03 2.50e-5 59 29
Table 7.1: Model Statistics, Gt(s)
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step the residual analysis is passed as shown in Figure 7.6.
Figure 7.6: A residual analysis plot for a model calculated through SRM
Also in this case it is interesting to see if these models are valid either only
referring to the pairs of turbines for which they have been calculated or also with
other pairs. Residual analysis has been performed in the same way described
for PEM models, that is also taking into account sequences belonging to other
pairs of turbines. Also this time only few samples happen to be outside the ±3σ
conﬁdence interval and we can state that the models identiﬁed between one pair
of turbine can be used between each pair of turbines in a row starting from A01
on. These results are shown in Appendix B and corresponds to residuals produced
by the model linking turbines A03 and A04 when wind sequences belonging to
other turbines are taken into account.
7.4 Considerations On The Identiﬁed Models
As shown, both ways to estimate models relating wind speed between 2 tur-
bines provide consistent models that can be used with more or less good results
between each pair of turbines. This means that the wind, traveling, encounters
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always the same (or at least similar) transformations: between a pair of turbines
only the very low frequency content is preserved and its bandwidth can be ﬁxed
at ωlow = 0.03rad/ sec.
7.5 Predictor
Since the models for the process are now available either in ARMAX form or
Box-Jenkins, it is possible to calculate the associated predictors. In order to do
so, we introduce the following polynomials for Box-Jenkins models:
A˜(z) = A(z)D(z)
B˜(z) = B(z)D(z)
C˜(z) = C(z)A(z)
(7.7)
so that they are transformed into generalized ARMAX. We can now refer to the
correspondent ARMA models, that means disregarding the direct contribution
coming from the input. This new models M˜ should respect the following [19]:
• same degree for numerator and denominator;
• leading coeﬃcient equal to 1;
• no common factors between denominator and numerator;
• zeros and poles inside the unit circle;
• highest grade coeﬃcient equal to 1.
If these hypothesis are veriﬁed, then we can calculate the predictor relative to
the ARMA part, with prediction horizon k, through the long division algorithm
and then summing the exogenous input to it. If they are not it is necessary to
manipulate the transfer function in order to fulﬁll all the requests. The ARMA
process we start with is in the form:
y(t) =
1 + c1z
−1 + c2z−2
1 + a1z−1
e(t) =
z2 + c1z + c2
z2 + a1z
e(t) =
C(z)
A(z)
= W (z)e(t) (7.8)
The k-step ahead predictor is obtained in 2 steps:
• by mean of long division between numerator and denominator of W (z) it is
possible to write W (z) = Ck(z)
A(z)
+Q(z) = Wk(z) +Q(z) so that the transfer
function is decomposed into its ratio Q(z) plus a residual of the division
Wk(z). The subscript k shows that as many division steps must be taken
as the prediction horizon.
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• The predictor of the output from data is:
yˆ(t+ k|t) = W (z)−1Wk(z)y(t) = Ck(z)
C(z)
y(t) (7.9)
The coeﬃcients of Q(z) instead are such that, deﬁned the prediction error
as: {
(t) = yˆ(t|t− k)− y(t)
V ar[(t)] = (q0 + q1 + ...+ qk−1)λ2n1
(7.10)
The ﬁnal predictor, which exploits also the direct contribution from Gt(s) is
simply obtained by summing the exogenous part previously disregarded.
y(t) = a1y(t− 1) + e(t) + c1e(t− 1) + c2e(t− 2) =
A(q)y(t) = C(q)e(t)
(7.11)
In order to evaluate the goodness of the predictor we can refer to the following
ﬁgure of merit:
fit%(k) = (1− ‖y(t)− yˆ(t|t− k)‖‖y(t)− y‖ ) · 100 (7.12)
where:
• y(t) is the output EWS sequence;
• yˆ(t|t− k) is the output predicted sequence;
• y is the mean of y(t);
• k is the prediction horizon.
This ﬁgure of merit allow us to evaluate how good is the ﬁt on a scale
R = [−∞% - 100%] since the more yˆ(t|t − k) is diﬀerent from y(t) the more
fit%(k) is reduced; fit%(k) = 0 is a special case that happens only when pre-
diction available coincide with the mean value of y(t). In ﬁgure Figure 7.7 it
is possible to see that, moving forward the prediction horizon, the presence of
the direct contribution coming from turbine i − 1 is beneﬁcial for wind speed
predictions at turbine i, while predictions relying only on measurements coming
from turbine i tend to approach the aforementioned mean value of wind speed
since fit%(k)→ 0 with increasing k.
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Figure 7.7: fit%(k) with Gt(z) contribution in blue and without in red.
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Chapter 8
Use in Control
A modern wind turbine has diﬀerent levels of control systems, from top to
bottom we can ﬁnd:
• supervisory control, in which a controller monitors wind resources and the
turbine status and determines when it there is enough wind to start up the
turbine;
• turbine control that is yaw control which aligns the nacelle to the blowing
wind, pitch control that rotates the blades around their axis and is used
to control power and tower vibrations and generator control which controls
the available torque on the high speed shaft, regulating indirectly the rotor
speed.
• actuators and power electronics controllers[14].
A wind turbines has 3 regions of operation which depends on wind speed:
• region 1, that is when a turbine is stopped or is starting up;
• region 2, in which the goal is to capture all the energy available in the wind;
• region 3, in which maximum power available is limited and the goal is to
minimize tower vibrations
Normally generator controller and blade pitch controller do not work together:
in region 3 produced power is not the maximum available in the wind but is
limited while pitch controller acts on β to minimize vibrations, in region 2 pitch
angle β is kept constant to a certain value β and the generator controller tries
to set a certain rotor velocity so that Cp(β, ωrRrVe ) = Cpmax. In this work, since
wind speed measurements available belong to region 2, we develop a new control
system that uses predictions and informations from wind speed in order to better
capture energy in the wind. Up to now, with the feedback control system used,
the controller could recognize that the turbine was not operating at optimal
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speed only when an error occurred, with the control system proposed instead
the turbine tries to follow wind speed variations in order to operate always at
Cpmax. Of course very fast variations cannot be followed because of mechanical
limits but produced power increases and, indirectly also vibrations on the tower
are minimized.The control law usually proposed for the wind turbine is to let the
control torque Tg be given by:
Tg = Kω
2
r
K =
1
2
ρArR
3Cpmax
λ3∗
(8.1)
where K is the gain and λ∗ is the tip speed ratio at which Cpmax occur for a given
β. If we assume the turbine to be rigid, as modeled in Chapter 4, we can write:
ω˙r =
1
Jrid
(Taero − Tg)
Taero =
1
2
ρArR
Cp(λ, β)
λ
Tg = Kωr
(8.2)
So considered the system and the control law, the closed loop system looks like:
ω˙r =
1
2Jrid
ρArR
3ω2r(
Cp(λ, β)
λ3
− Cpmax
λ3∗
) (8.3)
In this way the system is driven towards Cpmax so that the maximum power yield
is granted. This behavior anyway is achieved only in the ideal case of constant
wind speed, if so the system converges to a velocity ωr that grants maximum
power to be produced.
Figure 8.2: Rotor speed approaching a constant value under condition of constant
wind speed
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Figure 8.1: Control law driving the system towards Cpmax , in black and red are
shown convergences towards Cpmax from diﬀerent initial conditions.
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In reality the wind is never constant. As previously shown it is characterized
by changes on diﬀerent frequency ranges which aﬀects λ and as a result the
turbine is working in a region [λmin − λmax] and the eﬃciency is reduced.
Figure 8.3: Comparison between Cp under constant (ideal) wind in blue and Cp
under real wind in red
The new control system proposed consist of a PI controller and a wind pre-
dictor that forecasts the turbine velocity reference signal to be followed. In order
to do so, since in region 2 pitch angle is kept constant it is possible to write:
Cp(λ, β) = Cp(λ, β) = Cp(λ) (8.4)
λ∗ at which Cp has its maximum is known so, by inverting the simple relationship
of λ with respect to ωr and exploiting wind predictions it is possible to compute
the optimal rotor velocity reference:Kpred =
λ∗
Rr
ωˆr(t+ k|t) = KpredVˆe(t+ k|t)
(8.5)
With this approach Taero is considered to be a disturbance while the input (con-
trol) signal remains the generator torque. Since our goal is to control the rotor
velocity, the PI controller is designed to control the rigid drive-train previously
described. The control technique followed consists in imposing phase margin and
bandpass for the closed loop system. This methodology has been chosen since the
system turbine is aﬀected by uncertainties and variabilities in the parameters so
a high enough phase margin is required. As regards the bandpass it is necessary
to guarantee that the closed loop system will be able to follow the wind up to a
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Figure 8.4: Model of the transmission adopted in control
frequency where its contribution is important. Spectral analysis of EWS shows
that above ωwind = 0.32rad/ sec the information contained in the wind is very
small. Being the controller, in continuous time, the following:
PI(s) = Kp
1 + sTi
sTi
(8.6)
and being L(s) the loop transfer function:
L(s) = PI(s)Gdrive−train(s) (8.7)
we choose for the closed loop system
F (s) =
L(s)
1 + L(s)
(8.8)
a cut-oﬀ frequency ωc = 0.6rad/ sec and a phase margin φm = 60 deg because
of the previous considerations. It is possible to ﬁnd the correct value for the
parameter solving the following equation to ﬁnd Ti:
φm = 180− 90 + arctanωcTi − arctanωcTp (8.9)
while Kp is found through:
|L(jωc)| = 1 (8.10)
The closed loop system looks like: Results are shown in the following ﬁgures. It
can be seen that this system grants the turbine to work closer to Cpmax , so the
produced power is increased. A second beneﬁt due to this other control system
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Figure 8.5: Bode diagram of the closed loop system
Figure 8.6: Coeﬃcient Cp, real in blue and simulated in green
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Figure 8.7: Coeﬃcient Ct for a given β
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is that the force acting on the tower is reduced, since less variations of λ implies
less variation of the coeﬃcient Ct through which the aerodynamic force depends:
Faero =
1
2
ρArCt(λ, β)V
2
e . A drawback instead is the higher control torque needed
in order to follow fast wind speed variations with the rotor.
Chapter 9
Conclusions and Future
Developments
The purpose of this work was to look for the existence of a mathematical
model that could explain how wind is transformed along its way in a wind-farm
because of interactions between turbines.
In order to do this we introduced a fake measurement for the wind, called Eﬀec-
tive Wind Speed, that is more reliable than the anemometer measurement. The
proof for this, as shown, is that the power that would be produced if the wind
was EWS is much more similar to the real produced one rather than using NWS.
This measurement was used to identify input output ARMAX models, based
on 600 samples each for identiﬁcation. What can be seen by looking at these
models is that their characteristics change over time even though they more or
less have the same shape. This fact can be explained with the following:
• EWS can be expressed as EWS(t) = vm(t) + vt(t);
• ∃S : x˙ = f(x, u) so that EWSi+1 = S(EWSi) and in general is non linear;
• vm(t) vary slowly and polarizes the system in diﬀerent working regions:
S → 0 = f(x, vm);
• what is identiﬁed is δS, such that S = S + δS;
• because of the aforementioned slow variations in wind speed δS varies over
time.
A new control model has been proposed: in order to better track wind variations
the rotor velocity set point is forecast from wind speed predictions. It has been
shown that even with a very simple controller like a PI performances (from the
point of view of produced power and tower vibrations) are enhanced. On the
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other hand in order to better track the wind a higher torque is required.
Since it has been shown that a simple mathematical model that explains trans-
formation between one turbine to the other exists, future work in this direction
should be in the direction of adapting slowly the identiﬁed system and the pre-
dictor to slow variations in the parameters.
A more reﬁned way to identify the delay is needed, since its correct estimate
will aﬀect all the future estimation work.
A more reﬁned control technique which involves predictions should be investi-
gated in order to better exploit the information available; in addition also the
best prediction horizon should be found in order to fully exploit the information
available.
Data available for this analysis were limited to 8 turbines in a column. Hav-
ing a wider spread of data, coming from diﬀerent columns and/or directions,
other behaviors such as interactions among rows could be evaluated. It could
also have been possible to construct a greater statistic and work out a better
interaction model among turbines and a better control system that exploits data
predictions coming from several turbines.
Chapter 10
Appendix A
Figure 10.1: Residual analysis plot produced by model linking turbines A03 -
A04 evaluated on sequence acting on turbine A01 - A02
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Figure 10.2: Residual analysis plot produced by model linking turbines A03 -
A04 evaluated on sequence acting on turbine A02 - A03
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Figure 10.3: Residual analysis plot produced by model linking turbines A03 -
A04 evaluated on sequence acting on turbine A04 - A05
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Figure 10.4: Residual analysis plot produced by model linking turbines A03 -
A04 evaluated on sequence acting on turbine A05 - A06
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Figure 10.5: Residual analysis plot produced by model linking turbines A03 -
A04 evaluated on sequence acting on turbine A06 - A07
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Figure 10.6: Residual analysis plot produced by model linking turbines A03 -
A04 evaluated on sequence acting on turbine A07 - A08
Chapter 11
Appendix B
Figure 11.1: Residual analysis plot produced by model linking turbines A03 -
A04 evaluated on sequence acting on turbine A01 - A02
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Figure 11.2: Residual analysis plot produced by model linking turbines A03 -
A04 evaluated on sequence acting on turbine A02 - A03
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Figure 11.3: Residual analysis plot produced by model linking turbines A03 -
A04 evaluated on sequence acting on turbine A04 - A05
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Figure 11.4: Residual analysis plot produced by model linking turbines A03 -
A04 evaluated on sequence acting on turbine A05 - A06
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Figure 11.5: Residual analysis plot produced by model linking turbines A03 -
A04 evaluated on sequence acting on turbine A06 - A07
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Figure 11.6: Residual analysis plot produced by model linking turbines A03 -
A04 evaluated on sequence acting on turbine A07 - A08
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